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1. Introduction
During the last decades a large number of policies have targeted small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs), mostly to increase their chances to grow and survive. In addition to 
the belief that SMEs sometimes need ﬁ nancial assistance even though they are viable in 
the long run, many these policies implicitly assumed that the cure for the low employment 
rate should be sought at the SMEs because they create a disproportionately larger share 
of jobs than large enterprises. The potential usefulness of such policies notwithstanding, 
this analysis tests whether the commonly thought idea about SME job creation is true 
or not: do indeed SMEs create most of the jobs in Hungary? Do small ﬁ rms grow faster 
on average than the large ones as commonly thought by labor specialists, so the relation 
between employment growth and ﬁ rm size is negative? Or Gibrat’s law is valid, which 
states that the growth of ﬁ rm is invariant to its size (Gibrat, 1931)? To test this, we use 
a dataset which includes all double-entry book keeping ﬁ rms from Hungary between 
2000 and 2008, and build on the methodology from two studies (both papers analyze 
ﬁ rms incorporated in the United States). One is written by Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh 
(1996) and sheds light on the importance of how the categorization of employment size 
changes the relationship between employment growth and ﬁ rm size. Net job creation 
by size depends largely on how size if measured. The traditional measure is the number 
of employees at the starting time of the period during which growth is measured, while 
the one proposed in this paper it is the average between starting and ending period 
employment (the implications of these size measures are discussed below). While 
the ﬁ rst measure produces a strong inverse relationship between ﬁ rm size and growth 
among the American ﬁ rms (smaller ﬁ rms grow faster on average) the second measure 
diminishes this relation to a great extent. The second paper is a recent study written by 
Haltiwanger et al. (2010), who study the eff ect of ﬁ rm age on the analysis of the growth-
size relationship. The authors show that the inclusion of ﬁ rm age diverts the relationship 
between ﬁ rm size and growth and the inverse relationship does not hold anymore. Rather, 
most net job creation is made by the largest ﬁ rms.
In addition to this methodological issue the paper describes what happened to net job 
creation during the crisis. We compare job creation and destruction before the crisis and 
during its ﬁ rst year (the last data wave we possess). We also analyze how net job creation 
change during the crisis along two important ﬁ rm dimensions: exporting status and 
ownership, the latter including domestic private, state and foreign.
We start our analysis with presenting the data we use. In Section 3 we discuss the 
potential measurement error which occurs when ﬁ rms’ size is measured by their 
employment size at the beginning of the period along which growth is measured and
show how the implications of an alternative measure on the relation between the number 
of jobs created (net of jobs destructed) and size. This is followed by the multivariate 
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analysis of ﬁ rm size and growth when the age of ﬁ rm is controlled for, which is based 
on Haltiwanger et al. (2010). We also analyze another form of net job creation when we 
take into account the persistence of it. Only those jobs contribute to this job creation 
rate, which exist for at least two years. Section 5 discusses the eff ects of the crisis on net 
employment growth. The last section concludes, discusses the policy implications of the 
ﬁ ndings and future research questions to be addressed.
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2. Data description and Descriptive Statistics
In this analysis we use the data collected by the Hungarian Tax Authority, which contain 
information on all Hungarian double-entry book keeping companies for each year 
between 2000 and 2009. As the rules regulating which ﬁ rms should be engaged in double 
entry book keeping have changed during the period studied, we have a large number of 
ﬁ rms entering the data later than its year of foundation. The comparison of our database 
with the number of ﬁ rms in the Hungarian economy by legal form (Hungarian Statistical 
Offi  ce (HSO), 2000-2009), show that limited liability companies are mostly present in 
the data, but partnerships enter gradually (we compare the sample and the population of 
ﬁ rms below). As it is likely that this is a non-random process, we do the analysis with and 
without partnerships.
One important diff erence between the Hungarian and the US data is that the unit 
of observation of the former is the ﬁ rm, and the plant for the latter. This implies that 
acquisitions and spin off s of plants will be considered as job destruction in a given year 
and job creation in the following, and mergers and split ups will increase the number of 
job creation and destruction due to new entries and ﬁ rm shut downs (the implications
of these on the results is discussed in the next section in detail).
The data were cleaned extensively by Subproject 17 of the TÁMOP 232 Project. The 
cleaning procedures included the harmonization of the industry code between 2007 and 
2008, the years between Hungary switched from the NACE 1.1 industrial classiﬁ cation 
to NACE 2.0. The industrial codes were also cleaned thoroughly in the following cases. 
If a ﬁ rm had one code for several years but it switched in the middle of the time series to 
another code for one year, we considered this as a mistake and changed the code with the 
one present for many years. We also ﬁ lled up years with missing industrial code when 
the adjacent years had a code. We also had to decide how to deal with ﬁ rms switching 
industry from one year to another as the computation of growth rates require the use of 
two years and we always control for industrial categorization. To solve this, we compute 
the median industry for the whole time-series and use that for each industry. This has the 
disadvantage not to allow switches between industries (which do happen in reality) but 
this way we keep the same industry for a ﬁ rm and do not have to deal with changes in the 
time series.
The second variable we cleaned was the average employment of the ﬁ rm. Employment 
is measured as the average in the given year computed from monthly data by the ﬁ rms 
themselves, and it includes all workers who have a contract with the ﬁ rm, including both 
employment and assignment contracts. Those on assignment contracts are included only 
if the employee acts as a physical person and not a sole entrepreneur. Full time and part-
time workers are both included in the employment measure. If somebody works at two 
corporations, he will be counted twice as in any ﬁ rm level data. Thus, total employment 
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computed from the ﬁ rm level data will be diff erent from that computed from the labor 
force survey. In order to include the entrepreneurs in the data, we added to each ﬁ rm’s 
employment 1. This will change the employment of large ﬁ rms only marginally, but it will 
include in the employment counts the owner of micro and small enterprises who usually 
work in their own ﬁ rm. Sometime the employment variable has incredible changes from 
one year to another and we cleaned these. Second and more important is that a small 
ﬁ rm by a sole entrepreneur had many times zero employment in the data. Moreover, zero 
employment was not distinguished from the case when the information was missing. 
We ﬁ rst recoded the data to let zeroes reﬂ ect a ﬁ rm without employees, and missings to 
be genuine, so those cases when we do not know what the employment size of the ﬁ rm 
is. Having done this we added one to the employment of each ﬁ rm, representing the 
entrepreneur which run it. This way we take into account the own-account entrepreneurs 
in the small ﬁ rms, while the data for medium and large ﬁ rms do not change much as
adding one employee to a large ﬁ rm does not alter proportionally the employment size.
The third variable of interest was the age of the ﬁ rm. This was computed by using the 
date of foundation, which is included in the data. If the data showed that the ﬁ rm was 
state owned (the proportion of state ownership was larger than 0 in any year) we set the 
date of foundation to 1970.
Table 1 shows the number of ﬁ rms in each year of the data. The number of ﬁ rms in 
the data constantly rises, from 151,261 in 2000 to 362,420 by 2008, the last year before 
the crisis. In the last year of the data the number of ﬁ rms declines by about 22 thousand 
as ﬁ rm entry and exit patterns change in the global crisis. Total employment in these 
ﬁ rms increased much less than the number of ﬁ rms, from 2.24 to 2.68 million (dropping 
back again in 2009 by around 70 thousand). These ﬁ gures suggest that average ﬁ rm size 
declined in the studied period as many micro and small enterprises were born. Indeed, 
it was mostly the micro and small enterprises which increased their number, as Figure 
1 documents. The employment share of microﬁ rms (with employment size below
10 employees) was only 17 percent in 2000 and it increased to 33 percent by 2009. Small 
enterprises (with employment between 11 and 50) kept their employment share roughly 
constant at 20 percent. Medium sized ﬁ rms (employment between 51 and 250) decreased 
their share somewhat, from 23 to 18 percent. The relative importance of large ﬁ rms, on 
the contrary, shrank to a large extent: while in 2000 40 percent of the employees worked 
in such ﬁ rms, by the end of the period studied their share fell under 30 percent – a large 
decline given the relatively short period of time during which it took place.
How much of the changes in the time series discussed above are attributed to changes 
in the sample and what is a genuine eff ect? We cannot give a complete answer to this 
question, but to shed some light on it, we present the share of ﬁ rms present in the sample 
to the number of ﬁ rms in the economy by legal form and size categories. The ﬁ gures of 
the population are drawn from the Hungarian Statistical Yearbooks (HSO, 2000-2009). 
Already in 2000 almost all the limited liability companies are present in the data (the 
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share of sample to population ratio is 98.5 percent). These ﬁ rms are always present in 
the data: the lowest proportion we measure for them is 89 percent. On the contrary, 
partnerships are almost missing from the sample at the beginning of the period as 
only 10.4 percent of them is present. Their share is constantly rising with a big jump in 
2004 when 78.5 of them is included in the sample. By the end of the period studied the 
proportion of partnerships further increases, reaching 86 percent. As partnerships are 
mostly small, their lower presence in the sample is also reﬂ ected in its size distribution. 
In 2000 only about 35 percent of ﬁ rms with maximum 4 employees are included while in 
2009 this ratio grows to 64.
The age distribution of ﬁ rms also changed during the studied period. In Figure 2 we 
present the share of employment among new born ﬁ rms, and those which are 1-2, 3-4, 
5-9 year old or older for the ﬁ rst and last year of the analysis. The bar chart shows that 
newborn ﬁ rms increased their share somewhat, and that older ﬁ rm gained a larger weight 
by the end of the period.1 
To get a picture on how size and age are shaping together job creation and destruction, 
we show these by size and age categories. Figure 3 presents the share of employment, job 
creation and destruction rates for small and large ﬁ rms (with fewer and more than 500 
employees, respectively) by three age categories: new born ﬁ rms, young (between 1 and 
10 years of existence) and mature (older than 10 years).2 The ﬁ gure reveals that SMEs 
that are young and mature have the largest employment share, as well as massive job 
creation and destruction. Firm births are also important actors of job creation, especially 
relative to their employment share which is relatively small. Large ﬁ rms are mostly 
mature and they have much smaller job creation and destruction rates. These patterns 
will thoroughly be studied in the following sections of the paper.
1  This is because we categorize formerly state-owned ﬁ rms as 30 years old in 2000 and these ﬁ rms switch their age category 
during the 7 years.
2  The measurement of employment shares, as well as job creation and destruction rates will be deﬁ ned in the next section. 
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3. Methodology, Implications
of Size Measurement
Studies of ﬁ rm growth face a number of well-known methodological challenges (e.g., Davis 
et al., 1996, Haltiwanger et al., 2010; Neumark et al., 2011), which are summarized brieﬂ y 
here. Studies of the relationship between size and growth are plagued by regression to the 
mean issues. For example, random (not serially correlated) measurement error in size in 
a particular year leads to measurement error in the same direction for growth from the 
previous year to that year and in the opposite direction for growth from that year to the 
next. Studies of ﬁ rm age and growth suff er from diffi  culties in measuring age, particularly 
in establishing longitudinal links across years when businesses may simply have re-
registered (because of a new name or legal form, for instance). For the same reason, entry 
and exit are particularly diffi  cult to measure. Analysis of the age proﬁ le of growth also 
requires attention to the fact that the population of ﬁ rms observed at any age consists 
only of survivors, and the survival selection mechanism is unlikely to be independent 
of growth potential and realizations. Concerning ownership and growth, the problem is 
that ownership itself is likely to be endogenous, selected by potential owners according 
to their expectations of growth. 3 The diff erential associated with “cherry-picking” or 
“cream-skimming” may be more important than any eff ect of diff erent owners on job 
creation and employee compensation.
The approach in this paper begins with improving longitudinal linkages by using all 
available means. The relevant information includes industry, region, size, which we use 
to match ﬁ rms that exited the data in a given year with those that entered in the following 
year.
Our data share a common problem with many other datasets as it has information 
only on ﬁ rms and not on establishments. This creates measurement problems when a 
ﬁ rm boundary change takes place (the ﬁ rms acquires or divests an establishment, splits 
up into two or more pieces or merges with another ﬁ rm). To start with mergers and spit 
ups, these involve a re-registration of the new entity after the merger or the new ﬁ rms 
after the split up. As we do not have information on establishments, we observe these 
ﬁ rms as new entries and exits and treat them accordingly. A split up, for example, shows 
up as the exit of a ﬁ rm and the entry of two. A merger will have the opposite structure in 
the data (the death of two ﬁ rms and the birth of one). If establishments do not change 
their employment, these changes will not generate any job creation or destruction, but 
we will count them as net employment changes. Second, we cannot measure the true age 
3  The inclusion of ownership as a determinant of ﬁ rm growth is yet present in the paper, but it will be incorporated in the 
ﬁ nal version.
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of the newly registered ﬁ rms but will consider them as newborn. In case of acquisitions 
and divestments of establishments similar problems arise. To take the example of an 
acquisition, the acquired establishment may have been an independent one before the 
acquisition or it belonged to another ﬁ rm. If it was an independent ﬁ rm, the situation 
is similar to a merger: the ﬁ rm exits the data (which results in job destruction) and the 
acquiring ﬁ rm increases its size (so it will have a positive net employment change).
If the acquired establishment was part of another ﬁ rm, then one ﬁ rm will lose, the other 
will gain the same amount of employment (for divestments the same reasoning applies).4 
The boundary changes of ﬁ rms, therefore, lead to increased job creation and destruction 
and to mismeasurement of the age of the ﬁ rms: we classify ﬁ rms established in the past 
as new born. In addition, we also consider ﬁ rms as exiting which actually stay in the data 
but as parts of another ﬁ rm.
The magnitude of ﬁ rm entry is measured as the share of entrants in the total number of 
ﬁ rms in a given year, and as the share of total employment of entrants in total employment 
of all ﬁ rms. Because entrants tend to be quite dynamic, with much higher exit rates and 
growth rates (conditional on survival) compared to incumbents, the choice of time 
horizon can be crucial for evaluating the magnitude of turnover (as well as contributions 
to job growth). We therefore consider several alternative time horizons for the analysis. 
This will provide information on the contribution of the de novo sector to the growth in 
the number of ﬁ rms and employees since transition began.
To handle the problem of spurious correlations between size and growth, the project 
follows methods proposed by Davis et al. (1996) and Neumark et al. (2011) in their 
analysis of the size-growth relationship in the US economy. First, rather than taking 
the base for employment growth as the previous year level of employment, the base 
may be taken as the average of the base and ﬁ nal year in the calculation. Deﬁ ning Eit as 
number of employees of ﬁ rm or sector (any grouping of businesses) i in year t, the base is
Bit = 0.5*( Eit+ Eit-1). As discussed in Davis et al. (1996) and Haltiwanger et al. (2010), the 
use of an average base helps to cancel the twin regression-to-the-mean problems created 
by (classical) measurement error. 
Using this base, employment growth eit is deﬁ ned conventionally:
eit = (Eit - Eit-1)/Bit.
This measure, referred to by Haltiwanger et al. (2010) as the “DHS [Davis et al.] growth 
rate” is frequently used in studies of reallocation and industry dynamics. Advantages of 
the DHS compared to conventional growth rates deﬁ ned over a base of Eit-1 are that the
4  This boundary change does not create problems of measurement of net employment changes if the acquiring and divesting 
ﬁ rms remain in the same size category.
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former rate is symmetric, bounded over the range [-2, 2], and includes employment 
changes associated with entry and exit.5
An unfortunate confusion in much of the policy discussion (in many countries) about 
job creation is whether the relevant concept is gross or net. For instance, in discussions 
of the “importance” of small ﬁ rms in job creation, it is frequently unclear whether the 
reference is to gross job creation or to net growth. In fact, eit can be usefully decomposed:
eit = cit - dit ,
where c and d refer to the job creation and destruction rates, respectively. c is equal to 
eit for expanding ﬁ rms (including new entrants) and zero for contracting and exiting 
ﬁ rms. On the contrary, d equals the absolute value of eit for contracting ﬁ rms (including 
those which exit) and zero for expanding and entering ﬁ rms. For any single ﬁ rm, either or 
both of cit and dit must be zero, but for an aggregation of ﬁ rms, they can of course both be 
positive.
The ﬁ nal ﬂ ow rates involve decompositions of eit, cit , and dit into components associated 
with ﬁ rm entry and exit and with changes in employment at continuing ﬁ rms. For each of 
these three variables, yit = yit1 + yit2, where the superscripts denote changes due to turnover 
and changes due to expansion and contraction at continuers.
The paper will describe the distributions of all these ﬂ ow rates and how they vary 
with size categories (deﬁ ned on Eit or Bit), age (Ait), and ownership (Oit). Because these 
factors are likely to be correlated, and in order to facilitate the study of economy-wide 
patterns without confounding time and industry shocks and compositional changes, the 
main estimation method will be a regression of an employment ﬂ ow rate against these 
variables while controlling for a full set of industry and year eff ects:
yijt = γjt + β(Bit) + α(Ait) + θ(Oit) + εit,
where yijt is an employment ﬂ ow rate, j indexes industries, γjt are industry-year eff ects, 
the β, α, and θ functions may take diff erent functional forms, and εit represents residual 
movements in yijt not accounted for by the independent variables. For example, β, α, and 
θ may be linear, representing vectors of coeffi  cients on categories of each of the variables 
of interest. β and α may be polynomials (or other parametric functions). Oit represents 
the categories state, domestic private, and foreign-owned. A further alternative is non-
parametric locally weighted regression (Chesher, 1979; Neumark et al., 2011). The paper 
will investigate a variety of functional forms to establish robustness of any relationships 
found between growth and size, age, and ownership.
5  The traditional rate which relates employment growth to base year employment ((Et-Et-1)/Et-1) is asymmetric, bounded 
only from below at -1 and it is inﬁ nite for entrants. Therefore, entry cannot be treated symmetrically with exit.
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4. Results
4.1. Net job creation by size and age
Before presenting the regression results, we illustrate the importance of the size 
categorization and age by computing the net job creation between 2007 and 2008 by 
ﬁ rm size and age for base year and current size.6 For reference, Tables 2 and 3 present the 
number of ﬁ rms and their total employment for size-age cells (for two size categories, 
base year and current) while Table 4 presents the tabulations of net job creation for the 
size-age cells. Between 2007 and 2008, total employment in the sample was very stable 
as only 342 jobs were destructed on the net by the sample ﬁ rms. The small number of 
net change, however, hides great diff erences in job creation activity by ﬁ rm size and age. 
First, newly established ﬁ rms (those which appear ﬁ rst in the data in 2008) created more 
than 100 thousand new jobs on the net and those which were only 1 or 2 years old created 
an additional 22 thousand. The older ﬁ rms destructed more jobs than created so their 
net job creation is negative, and the number of jobs destructed increases by age category:
3 years old ﬁ rms’ total employment in 2008 was smaller than in 2007 by only 4630, while 
the oldest ﬁ rms destructed more than 50 thousand jobs. The relation between net job 
creation and base size categorization of ﬁ rms shows that small ﬁ rms create, while the 
large ones destruct jobs. Only the smallest ﬁ rms create jobs on net: those having their 
employment in 2007 between 1 and 4 employees created 67.5 thousand jobs while ﬁ rms 
in the next size category (between 5 and 9 workers) already destroyed 4800 jobs. Firms in 
the larger size categories all destroyed jobs.
Changing the size categorization from base year to current changes the size – net 
job creation relationship to some extent. Most important is that ﬁ rms in the smallest 
size category create much fewer jobs than when ﬁ rm size was measured by its base 
employment. In this case only 23.3 thousand jobs are created. Overall, in all the larger 
size categories jobs are destroyed and it is hard to depict a relation between size and net 
job creation.
The number of jobs created, however, does not take into account the size of the ﬁ rms 
which created those jobs. The net job creation rates, which are presented in Table 5, take 
this into account as they show the net job creation rates relative to the employment of the 
ﬁ rms. The rates decline sharply in the ﬁ rst 4 years of existence of the ﬁ rms, and for older 
ﬁ rms they do not vary much. By base year size they also decline among the small ﬁ rms 
6  We chose 2008 rather than the last year available as this year is not contaminated by the eff ects of the crisis. The results 
for the other years are presented in the Appendix.
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and then they stay quite stable. By current size categorization we ﬁ nd similar patterns 
but a less radical negative relationship.
We now turn to the multivariate analysis where we run employment-weighted non-
parametric regressions with size and age controls, the dependent variable being the net 
job creation rate at the ﬁ rm level. The regression coeffi  cients can thus be interpreted as 
the rate of net job creation relative to the employment size of the given age or employment 
category. We follow the practice of Haltiwanger et al. (2010) and for illustrational 
purposes we do not present the regression coeffi  cients in tables but in ﬁ gures, where the 
omitted category – instead of having a zero coeffi  cient – is given the unconditional net job 
creation rate (the regression coeffi  cients are presented in the Appendix).
The relationship between net job creation and ﬁ rm size are presented in the top panel 
of Figure 4 in four ways: with base year classiﬁ cation and current size classiﬁ cation, each 
with and without age controls. When employment size is measured by base year size,
a clear pattern emerges: small ﬁ rms create a disproportionately larger share of jobs than 
large ones. The net job creation rate is 17 percent larger for the smallest ﬁ rms than for 
those with their employment larger than 1,000, and it quickly decreases as size grows. 
For the ﬁ rms with their base size between 5-9, 10-19 and 20-49 employees, the regression 
coeffi  cients are 0.046, 0.030, and 0.020. For smaller size categories they remain positive 
but under 0.02. The coeffi  cients are statistically diff erent from zero only in the case of ﬁ rms 
under 20 employees. Switching to current size classiﬁ cation changes this relationship 
quite substantially. Net job creation is still size dependent but the eff ect vanishes very 
quickly as ﬁ rm size grows, and the relationship is much less pronounced than with the 
base year size classiﬁ cation. The smallest ﬁ rms create 4.7 percent of all jobs, and the 
eff ect is between zero and -1 percent for larger size categories.
Controlling for the age of the ﬁ rm in the regressions changes the relation between net 
job creation and ﬁ rm size dramatically. With base year size classiﬁ cation Gibrat’s law is 
almost completely satisﬁ ed. All the regression coeffi  cients on size categories but for the 
smallest ﬁ rms are statistically insigniﬁ cant and essentially zero. When size is measured 
by current size, the results change even more, showing a strong positive relationship 
between size and net job creation. All the estimated coeffi  cients are negative and almost 
all of them are statistically signiﬁ cant. The job creation rate associated with the smallest 
employment category is large, equal to -0.15. The second size group’s coeffi  cient more 
than halves and for larger ﬁ rms the coeffi  cients further decrease. Therefore, a measure 
of size that is less prone to the regression to the mean fallacy and controls for age totally 
reverses the common knowledge according to small ﬁ rms create the most jobs in Hungary. 
It should be noted, however, that age is strongly correlated with size as most new ﬁ rms 
enter in the small size categories. Therefore, policies targeting small ﬁ rms still can have 
a role in job creation.
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To get an impression on how these results are driven by entry and exit of ﬁ rms, in the 
second panel of Figure 4 we reproduce the results only for continuing ﬁ rms.7 As expected, 
the job creation rates for small size categories become much smaller as entering ﬁ rms are 
mostly small. For larger size categories the ﬁ gures become almost totally ﬂ at, except for 
current size and age controls. Nevertheless, we still ﬁ nd a negative relationship between 
ﬁ rm size and net job creation for both base year size and current size classiﬁ cation (the 
relation being more pronounced in the case of base year size). The relationship vanishes 
when age is included in the base year size regressions and it reverses when size is 
measured by the average of current and past year’s average employment. The comparison 
of Panel A and B of Figure 4, therefore, shows that while entry and exit are important in 
shaping the eff ect of size on net job creation, the relationship established for the whole 
sample – albeit attenuated – holds for the population of continuing ﬁ rms. 
Using the same regression output, the next ﬁ gure investigates the relation between 
ﬁ rm age and net growth. We present three lines, one without size and two with size 
controls (base year and current).8 To start with the results unconstrained by size, we ﬁ nd 
that young ﬁ rms (those which exist for 1 or 2 years) grow faster than older ones and for 
older ﬁ rms. Up to age = 9 the growth rates are between 1.4 – 2.5 percent with not much 
relationship with age while for older ﬁ rms the growth rates are very small. Here the 
oldest ﬁ rms are diff erent as their growth rate is 1.7 percent. With either size control we 
obtain very similar relationships, but for base size the age coeffi  cients are smaller larger 
and for current size larger than the results without size controls. When only continuing 
ﬁ rms are included in the regression (in Panel B of the ﬁ gure), we obtain similar results. 
In the interpretation of these results, however, one should keep in mind that our oldest 
ﬁ rms are very special as all of them are inherited from the socialism and thus may behave 
diff erently from the younger ﬁ rms.
As ﬁ rm exit is an extreme way of job destruction (and qualitatively also diff erent from 
simple downsizing as ﬁ rms cannot grow back when they exited the economy) we look 
into exit patterns and test how they relate to ﬁ rm age (exit pattern’s dependence on size is 
discussed in the next subsection). We run the same regressions as before, but we change 
the dependent variable to show the contribution of exiting ﬁ rms to net job creation. 
The variable takes the value of 2 if the ﬁ rm exits and 0 otherwise (so the regression 
coeffi  cients show the absolute value of the job destruction rate). The results presented in 
Figure 6 reveal that job destruction by exiting ﬁ rms is the highest in the youngest ﬁ rms 
and declines by age. While this pattern is common in each speciﬁ cation, the magnitudes 
of the coeffi  cients vary by the inclusion of size controls and their measurement.
7  We keep only those years when the ﬁ rm exists in both t-1 and t, but we do not require the ﬁ rm to exist in each year of the 
analysis.
8  We do not present in the graphs (but include in the regression) the new born firms as their job creation rate is 
essentially 2.
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The strongest age dependency can be observed when no size controls are added (but 
this is very similar to the regression results with base year size controls). In this case the
1 or 2 years old ﬁ rms exhibit exit-led job destruction rates of 6-7 percent. For older ﬁ rms 
this rate is lower, but still quite high. For example, for 4-year old ﬁ rms it is 4 percent and 
for 10 year old ﬁ rms 2 percent. For ﬁ rms older than 8 years job destruction due to exits is 
lower than 1 percent. Controlling for current size decreases the age-exit rate relation. For 
the 1-year old ﬁ rms the rate is about 3 percent, which is one percentage point lower than 
the job destruction rate measured for 2 year old ﬁ rms. The estimated coeffi  cients become 
zero for age = 7. It is remarkable that the exit rate is quite high – 1.2 percent – for the oldest 
ﬁ rms. As these are mostly companies inherited from the socialist system, it is remarkable 
how diff erent their exit behavior is compared to other old ﬁ rms.
4.2. Job creation and destruction by ﬁ rm size and age
Net job creation, as discussed in Section 3, can mask large amounts of movements of jobs 
across ﬁ rms. For example, a group of ﬁ rms may have zero net job creation, but behind 
this apparent equilibrium state some ﬁ rms can be established and grow contributing 
therefore to the total number of jobs while others destroy jobs by shrinking or exiting.
To go deeper into these processes, we present job creation and destruction by size and 
age categories.9
Figure 7 shows job creation and destruction rates by ﬁ rm age. Without controlling for 
size, there is a strong, monotonically decreasing relationship between job creation and 
ﬁ rm age (the entering ﬁ rms are not presented in the ﬁ gure as their job creation rate is 
2). The youngest ﬁ rms’ job creation rate is 22 percent, which declines abruptly by the 3th 
year of existence. Those ﬁ rms which survived for 3 years have a job creation rate equal to 
9 percent which continues to slowly decline for older ﬁ rms, reaching about 1 percent for 
the oldest ﬁ rms. The inclusion of current age controls does not change the relationship at 
all, while controls for base year size decrease the magnitudes but leave the relationship 
qualitatively unchanged, but it ﬂ attens out for the old ﬁ rms which have job creation rates 
equal to zero.
Not only job creation is larger in younger ﬁ rms. Job destruction rates, shown in panel 
B of Figure 7, have similar patterns. When we do not control for ﬁ rm size, job destruction 
is between 5 – 7 percent in the ﬁ rst 6 years and declines for older ﬁ rms, being zero above 
age 13. The job destruction rate – age proﬁ les diminish when size controls are added.
Next we investigate how job creation and destruction vary by ﬁ rm size. The regression 
coeffi  cients presented in Figure 8 reveal that base year size without age controls has the 
9  We showed in the methodological section that the net employment creation rate equals to the diff erence between the job 
creation and destruction rates. 
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largest job creation rates and the smallest job destruction rates. When size is measured as 
the average employment between two consecutive years, we get smaller job creation rates 
and much larger job destruction rates. For example, for the smallest ﬁ rms the diff erence 
between job creation rates measured at base year and current size is 5 percentage points 
and the diff erence between job destruction rates 8 percentage points. The inclusion of 
age controls ﬂ attens the job creation rate and the relationship disappears when current 
size is controlled for. Job destruction rates, however, have a declining pattern by ﬁ rm 
size, which is more pronounced when current size is the measurement of employment 
size. In conclusion, the reason for the negative pattern of net employment growth-size 
relationship is the ﬂ attening of job creation rates and the stronger negative relation 
between job destruction and size when age is controlled for.
Finally, we study the two extreme forms of job creation and destruction separately: 
ﬁ rm entry and exit. In Figure 9 we show how these rates depend on size. To start with job 
creation of entering ﬁ rms, this is highly size dependent if age is not taken into account. 
For the ﬁ rms with less than 5 employees, the job creation rate of entering ﬁ rms is over
10 percent for base year size and 14 percent for the current size measure. Job creation 
from entry declines abruptly. For the second size group it is 2.5 percent regardless of the 
size measure and it further declines.10 Job destruction rates associated with exit is larger 
for current size than for base size. The job destruction rate is 8 percent for the smallest 
ﬁ rms, and it declines quickly as already for the second size group is less than 2 percent 
(with age controls) and it further declines for larger ﬁ rms.11
4.3. Firm Size and Persistent Job Creation
As discussed in the introduction, an important dimension of the quality of employment 
is job stability. Thus, when examining job creation by ﬁ rm size and other characteristics, 
it is useful to inquire whether the jobs created tend to be long- or short-lasting. One 
possibility, even if some types of ﬁ rms tend to predominate in (net) job creation, the jobs 
they create may be short-lived. Perhaps In this subsection, we exploit the panel structure 
of our data to consider the impact of ﬁ rm size (and age) on persistent, or stable, job 
creation. Our operational deﬁ nition focuses on jobs that survive at least one year.
Formally, deﬁ ning Eit as number of employees of ﬁ rm i in year t, job creation persisting 
at least a year is deﬁ ned as
10  When we control for age the job creation of entries do not have any size relation as entry is completely correlated with 
age = 0.
11  To test the robustness of these results, we ran several speciﬁ cations. First, as partnerships enter non-randomly to the 
data, we excluded them and reran the regressions. The results did not change qualitatively. Second, we ran the regressions 
for the three main economic sectors: agriculture, industry and services. The results hold for each of these sectors. 
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C2it = max{min[Eit – Eit-1, Eit+1 – Eit-1], 0}), 
and the persistent creation rate is c2it = C2it/Bit, where Bit = 0.5*(Eit + Eit-1), as before. (We 
also report results with the conventional Eit-1 in the denominator.)
Job destruction persisting at least a year is analogously deﬁ ned as
D2it = min{max[Eit – Eit-1, Eit+1 – Eit-1], 0}), 
with persistent destruction rate d2it = D2it/Bit. Finally, the persistent employment growth 
rate (net job creation rate) is deﬁ ned as e2it = c2it - d2it . This persistent growth rate has the 
same properties as the standard DHS growth rate discussed above –symmetric, bounded 
over the range [-2, 2], and includes employment changes associated with entry and exit. 
The persistent rates diff er in recording employment changes only that persist at least one 
year beyond the initial change.
Tables 6 shows the descriptive statistics for all these variables, and Figures 10-13 
present the regression results using the same speciﬁ cations for the standard growth rates, 
above, but with c2it, d2it, and e2it as the dependent variables. The results reinforce those 
from the previous analysis: both gross and net job creation rates decline monotonically 
with size, as they do with age. However, in regressions containing both the size and age 
characteristics, the size eff ects are greatly reduced and in those using the base Bit in the 
dependent variable, they are reversed, so that persistent gross job creation is smaller for 
the smallest size ﬁ rms, while for net job creation is rises monotonically with ﬁ rm size 
category.
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5. The effects of the crisis
5.1. Job ﬂ ows between 2008-2009
The total number of ﬁ rms between 2008 and 2009 has changed considerably. Table 7 
shows changes of net employment for the whole sample and for size and age categories 
separately. For comparison, we also present the same ﬁ gures for 2007-2008. In our 
sample the total number of jobs lost was 124,532, which is about 5 percent of total jobs 
in 2009 (2,608,288) in the sample. Employment fell in all size categories, but somewhat 
surprisingly, small ﬁ rms contributed to this drop a very small extent as the number of 
jobs lost in ﬁ rms with less than 5 employees was only 858. Large ﬁ rms lost much more 
jobs: those with at least 500 employees shed almost 34 thousand jobs. Despite its small 
magnitude, the comparison of this ﬁ gure with the one from 2008 shows how the crisis 
hit small ﬁ rms. Instead of a drop, in the last pre-crisis year small ﬁ rms increased their 
total employment by more than 23 thousand. Looking at net employment changes by age 
distribution, the data show that newly entered ﬁ rms created 95 thousand jobs on the net, 
which is smaller by only 10 thousand than the ﬁ gure in the previous year. Firms born in 
2008 also grew, creating in total more than 22 thousand jobs on the net. The older ﬁ rms 
all decreased their aggregate employment.
The proportional net employment changes also show in Table 8 that large ﬁ rms lost 
more employment relative to their size than small corporations. While smallest ﬁ rms’ net 
job creation rate was almost zero, in the other size categories this is between 4-8 percent 
with no apparent relation between size and the magnitude of net employment loss. Net 
job creation rates by age of the ﬁ rms reveal that one year old ﬁ rms grew by 20 percent 
while all the older ﬁ rms decreased employment by around 10 percent. The sole exception 
is the oldest ﬁ rm category, which lost proportionally fewer job by 3 percentage points.
What is the cause of the job losses across the economy? At least three mechanisms 
can be suspected behind the employment decline. The ﬁ rst is when job creation declines 
and job destruction does not change; it is also possible, that job creation has the same 
magnitude as before, but job destruction increases; and ﬁ nally the worst-case scenario 
is when both job creation and destruction change such that employment decline is the 
greatest. To check what happened in Hungary during the ﬁ rst year of the global crisis, 
we present in the following not only the job creation rates between 2008 and 2009, but 
also for the previous pair of years which serve for comparison. To start with job creation, 
Table 9 reveals that this variable was actually quite stable and did not change much 
during the ﬁ rst year of the crisis.12 In 2008 it was 0.132, only one percentage point larger 
than one year later. Across size categories, job creation rates are 1-2 percentage points 
12  The number of jobs created and destructed are shown in Appendix Tables A42 and A43.
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lower in 2009 than one year before, with the exception of medium sized ﬁ rms (between 
250-499 employees) which have a higher job creation rate during the crisis and for ﬁ rms 
with 500-999 employees which have decreased job creation by 3.5 percentage points. 
The age distribution of job creation rates shows more radical changes. One-year old ﬁ rms 
increased their job creation rate by 4 percentage points while all the older ﬁ rms had 
smaller rates in the crisis than before.
Table 10 presents the job destruction rates by size and age. The grand mean of job 
destruction rate in Hungary was 0.132 in 2008 and 0.168 one year later, which is 3.5 
percentage points larger. Across all size categories, job destruction is always larger 
in 2009 than one year before except the largest ﬁ rms which have the same average job 
destruction rate as before the crisis. The smallest increase in the job destruction rate is 
measured for the smallest size category (2 percentage points) and the diff erence between 
the two years’ job destruction rates increases by size, reaching 6 percentage points (the 
exception is the largest size category as we mentioned before). Along the age distribution 
it is harder to trace any regularity. Among the 1 year old ﬁ rms the job destruction rate 
increased by 2 percentage points but for the 2 year old ﬁ rms we measure the largest 
increase of 7 percentage points. For older ﬁ rms the job destruction rates growth vary 
between 2 and 5 percentage points, with no visible relation with age.
An extreme form of job creation is the entry of new ﬁ rms. The number of ﬁ rms 
entered in 2008 was 42,271, which declined by 2009 to 34,341, as Table 11 shows. New 
ﬁ rms created 10 thousand fewer jobs during the crisis than one year before. The smallest 
entrants (with employment size under 5) created 76,673 jobs in 2008 and only 64,421 
one year later. In larger size categories the number of jobs created during the crisis is 
comparable to the pre-crisis numbers.13
Table 12 presents the number of ﬁ rms which exited the economy in 2008 and 2009 and 
job destruction associated with exit. The number of ﬁ rms which shut down was larger by 
7,000 in the crisis than one year before. As it is typical in any economy, the exiting ﬁ rms 
were mostly under 5 employees in both years, but in 2009 their number was larger by 
6559. It is interesting that there is practically no age dependence in shut downs as exiting 
ﬁ rms are of all ages. The employment eff ect of shut downs is sizable and it grew in the 
crisis. The total number of jobs in exiting ﬁ rms was 123,559 in 2008 and 181,271 in 2009. 
Out of these 57.7 thousand additional jobs lost, the smallest ﬁ rms lost 13 thousand. One-
year old ﬁ rms lost 4,000 additional jobs and 2 year old ﬁ rms lost 3,000.
To summarize, the reason for the employment drop during the crisis was not the 
sluggish job creation but a signiﬁ cant increase in job destruction. While job creation 
rates did not change, job destruction increased by almost 4 percentage points. The data 
suggest that job destruction rates’ growth rate in the crisis increases by size, while we 
13  We trace several large entries to the data and the number of jobs created in these categories is actually larger in 2009. 
These entries, however, might be data errors. Fortunately, the number of jobs created is small and does not change the 
overall picture at all. 
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cannot trace any regularity by the age of the ﬁ rm. New ﬁ rm establishment declined and 
shut down activity, on the contrary, intensiﬁ ed in all size and age categories. Net entry, 
therefore resulted in large losses of employment.
5.2. Firm growth by export status and ownership
Which ﬁ rms are likely to create, and which destroy jobs in the crisis? We study several 
aspects of this issue: persistence, exporting activity and ownership. Persistence is 
interesting as it sheds light on the following issue: are good and bad ﬁ rms in the economy? 
Did those ﬁ rms which grew before the crisis, continue to create jobs or the set of growing 
ﬁ rms is diff erent in the two time periods? Second, as Hungary is a small open economy 
which exports a high percent of its output, it is important to know whether exporting 
ﬁ rms suff er more or less in the crisis. They may have larger output declines but they 
may also be more productive and innovative and thus more able to adjust to the new 
conditions. They may, however, more market oriented than non-exporting ﬁ rms and thus 
adjust more rapidly their employment levels to the new conditions. Third, the ownership 
of the enterprise may also be a factor that aff ects employment growth (e.g., Brown et al, 
2010). Foreign-owned ﬁ rms may be more exposed to international competition, but they 
may also have more resources to keep their employment level in expectation of better 
times. State-owned ﬁ rms might be more aff ected by political decision making and keep 
employment to create less tensions in the society (Boycko et al, 2006).
To study the eff ect of the crisis on employment growth by exporting status and 
ownership, we run a regression where the dependent variable is net employment growth, 
the variable of interest is an exporting dummy or ownership status, an interaction term of 
these variables with a crisis dummy, and we control for employment size categories and 
the age of the ﬁ rm. To take into account the size of the ﬁ rm, we weight the regression by 
employment size. The exporting status dummy is deﬁ ned as equal to 1 if the ﬁ rm exports at 
least 5 percent of its output in both years for continuing ﬁ rms while for entering (exiting) 
ﬁ rms we require that it exports at least 5 percent of its output in its last (ﬁ rst) year of 
existence. According to this deﬁ nition, 18,083 or 4.6 percent of the ﬁ rms are exporters. 
We deﬁ ne three categories of ownership: domestic private (the reference category) 
state-owned, and foreign. A ﬁ rm is foreign-owned if a majority of its shares are owned by 
foreign investors in 2008; if this condition is not satisﬁ ed, a ﬁ rm is either state-owned or 
domestic private, depending on which of these two owner-types have a higher proportion 
of shares. The proportion of foreign owned ﬁ rms is around 7 percent in both years and the 
proportion of state-owned ﬁ rms is half percent.
The regression results for exporting are presented in Table 13. The estimated 
coeffi  cient of the crisis dummy is negative, signiﬁ cant and as large as -0.025. The 
regression shows that exporting ﬁ rms created 6.1 percent more jobs in 2008 than non-
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exporters. In the crisis, however, this trend reversed and export-oriented ﬁ rms net job 
creation rate declined by 11.6 percent. The crisis, therefore, hit the most the exporters 
as the international demand for their output shrank. Using job creation and destruction 
rates as dependent variables, the regressions reveal that exporting ﬁ rms had both a lower 
job creation rate (by 3.4 percent) and a larger job destruction rate (by 8.2 percent) than 
non-exporters.
The net job creation and ownership correspondence is presented in Table 14. Before 
the crisis the growth rate of foreign ﬁ rms was 4.7 percent more than that of the domestic 
private ones, while state-owned enterprises grew by 3.6 percent less than the comparison 
group. The crisis changed the correlations between ownership and growth rates: we 
estimate a rather small and insigniﬁ cant, but negative coeffi  cient for foreign owned 
ﬁ rms while the additional growth rate of state-owned ﬁ rms relative to domestic private 
ﬁ rms is 10 percent (insigniﬁ cant). It is interesting to see what leads to diff erences across 
owner-types: job creation or destruction. The job creation rates diff ered before the crisis 
only for foreign ﬁ rms, which created 1.5 percent more jobs. This diff erence disappears 
in the crisis. Job destruction rates, however, do diff er across ownership types: foreign 
owned enterprises’ job destruction rate is 3 percent higher and state-owned ﬁ rms have 
a 9 percent lower rate. Therefore, while job creation stopped in each type of ﬁ rm, job 
destruction varies to a large extent. One possible explanation to this phenomenon is that 
foreign ﬁ rms are more dynamic, reacting faster to changes in product demand, while 
state-owned ﬁ rms are either less responsive or they deliberately keep their workforce for 
political reasons.
One possible caveat of the ownership-net growth analysis is that perhaps ﬁ rms under 
diff erent ownership types face diff erent output demand conditions. For example, it is 
likely that among foreign-owned ﬁ rms there are relatively more exporters which suff er 
from the dropping export demand. To test for this possibility, we run the regressions by 
including both the ownership and export status dummy (not presented but available upon 
request). When both the exporting status and ownership is added to the regression, results 
do not change qualitatively, except that net employment growth associated with foreign 
ownership drops. The estimated coeffi  cient of the foreign ownership dummy is 0.027 
(signiﬁ cant) and the crisis dummy interaction turns negative (-0.032, insigniﬁ cant). 
The last question we address in this section is whether employment growth before 
the crisis is correlated with employment growth thereafter. To study this issue, we run 
regressions similar to those described above, but we add two dummy variables which 
show whether the ﬁ rm’s net employment growth was positive or negative between 2007 
and 2008 (the comparison group is the set of ﬁ rms which did not grow). We run the 
regression only on the data from 2009 from which we exclude new entrants. The estimated 
coeffi  cients for the ﬁ rms growing/shrinking before the crisis is -0.074/-0.130. Thus, these 
results provide some evidence that the highest growth rate is attributed to those ﬁ rms 
which had a stable employment. We also run similar regressions with including last year’s 
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growth as a continuous variable. The estimated coeffi  cient is negative (insigniﬁ cant) 
of the magnitude of -0.05. This indicates that a 10 percent higher growth rate in 2008 
induces a 0.5 percent lower growth rate during the crisis.
5.3. The relation between ﬁ rm size and net job creation
Did the crisis change the relation between ﬁ rm size and net job creation? To test whether 
this relation was not changed in the crisis years, we run similar regressions to those in 
Section 4 (the results are shown in Figure 14). If size is measured by base size, the relation 
suggested by Birch (1981) still holds. The smallest ﬁ rms have a positive net employment 
growth rate of 21.6 percent, followed by the second size category of 2.5 percent while larger 
ﬁ rms’ net employment creation is practically zero. If the size categories are measured 
by current size, the relationship still holds, but it is much weaker. If in the base size 
regression age dummies are added, the relationship still weakens. Finally, current size 
categorization of ﬁ rms and age dummies reverse the age-net job creation relationship: 
in this case the smallest ﬁ rms have a negative job creation rate equal to 0.094, the next 
three size categories have small, but negative coeffi  cients while staring with ﬁ rms with 
employment above 50 the relation is negative, and mostly increasing with size.
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6. Conclusions and policy implications
For Hungary and many other countries emerging from crisis and recession, job creation 
is an urgent priority. But where should policy makers look for the types of ﬁ rms most 
likely to contribute to job creation? A frequent target group of ﬁ rms for governments 
around the world has been small and micro businesses, usually in the form of small or 
micro business loans or loan guarantees, and sometimes also in the form of technical 
assistance. Other types of industrial and regional policies may target particular sectors 
under a similar premise that those are “where the jobs are.”
Scholars have also displayed consideration interest in ﬁ rm growth, and the length of
the literature on the topic testiﬁ es both to that interest and to the considerable 
methodological diffi  culties in locating sources of employment. Those diffi  culties have 
resulted in an inconclusive debate about issues such as the advisability of special programs 
for small businesses, for instance. One particular diffi  culty that is prominent throughout 
all the early research stems from a lack of attention to, and measurement of, ﬁ rm age. Yet 
it only requires a little reﬂ ection to realize that age may be an important confounding 
factor. To the extent that ﬁ rms have life cycles and early developmental phases, size 
is likely to be strongly concave in age, with growth rates monotonically declining for 
survivors. Moreover, age and size are highly, but not perfectly correlated: most start-ups 
and young ﬁ rms are small, but the reverse proposition (that small ﬁ rms are young) is not 
true. Thus, policies targeted towards all small ﬁ rms risks wasting resources that could 
been better focused and thus had a stronger impact. Indeed, this is the ﬁ nding in recent 
research for the U.S., as we have discussed.
Probably because of the absence of data on ﬁ rm age, this ﬁ nding has yet to be replicated 
in other economies, and no automatic extrapolation is possible. The U.S. may well have 
suffi  ciently diff erent institutions, policies, and industrial structures that the patterns of 
employment growth diff er substantially from other countries, including Hungary. Out of 
concern for job creation in Hungary, therefore, this study has focused on the size- and 
age-related sources of job creation in Hungary.
To do so, we have analyzed some remarkable data covering the universe of registered 
tax-paying legal entities (engaged in double-sided book-keeping) for Hungary from 2000 
to 2008. These data permit us not only to track the evolution of employment at existing 
ﬁ rms that continue from one year to the next but also to assess the importance of ﬁ rm 
turnover - entry and exit - in job creation and destruction. Many studies of ﬁ rm growth, 
particularly those relying on samples rather than a universe, are unable to take these into 
account.
The results from the analysis for Hungary in the 21st century bear a close resemblance 
to those reported for the U.S. While in the raw statistics, ﬁ rm size is strongly negatively 
associated with growth, once we include controls for ﬁ rm age, the size-growth relationship 
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disappears. Rather, the only group that engages in systematic net job creation are the 
entrants (start-ups) and young ﬁ rms.
Taken at face value, this analysis suggests one should maintain some skepticism 
about industrial policies targeted on the basis of ﬁ rm size. It also suggests that policies 
particularly relevant for start-ups and young ﬁ rms – that is policies aff ecting entry and 
initial growth – may deserve particular attention.
Although these conclusions should be treated as highly preliminary, it is somewhat 
reassuring that the pattern of empirical results (and their policy implications) is consistent 
with the ﬁ nding from a very diff erent economy. But further analysis is certainly warranted. 
Moreover, the preliminary analysis opens up the possibility of future research in several 
directions. A ﬁ rst direction would be to extend the agenda to consider not only size and 
age, but also ownership of the ﬁ rm, particularly foreign versus domestic ownership. 
Estimating ownership eff ects presents an additional econometric problem because of 
the potential for reverse causality between growth and ownership, as discussed above. To 
address this issue, future work can exploit the large sample sizes and long panels in the 
data to estimate ﬁ rm ﬁ xed eff ect and random growth regressions within industry-year 
cells (as in Brown et al., 2006, 2010). When the focus is on the question of job creation 
by domestic versus foreign-owned ﬁ rms, the most credible identiﬁ cation strategy is to 
restrict attention to foreign acquisitions of domestic ﬁ rms and to match carefully on pre-
acquisition characteristics (including the history of the outcome variable) to select one 
or more control groups (e.g., Imbens and Wooldridge, 2009). One the matched groups are 
selected, then panel regression estimates can further use the longitudinal structure of 
the data to identify causal eff ects.
A further extension of the existing literature would be to go beyond analysis of 
the number of jobs to consider the quality of jobs created. Although there are many 
aspects of jobs, such as types of working conditions, that are diffi  cult to measure, we 
propose to focus on two dimensions that are both relatively measureable and represent 
important components in conventional understanding of “good jobs”: compensation and 
persistence. The degree to which a ﬁ rm is creating well-paying jobs can be captured by its 
wages and its total labor costs – as a measure of total compensation, including beneﬁ ts, 
from the perspective of ﬁ rm costs. The degree to which ﬁ rms are creating secure jobs can 
be proxied by the extent to which the jobs survive for some period after their creation.
Both of these extensions can be readily incorporated into the regression framework 
outlined above. Redeﬁ ning yit as the growth in the wage bill, or in total labor costs, the 
estimates of β, α, and θ provide information on the extent to which the growth in well-
paid jobs is associated with smaller or larger size, younger or older age, or domestic or 
foreign ownership. Similarly, redeﬁ ning yit as the number of jobs created in year t that 
survive until year t+k, the estimates of β, α, and θ provide information on the extent to 
which the growth in stable jobs is associated with smaller or larger size, younger or older 
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age, or domestic or foreign ownership.14 Of course, both of these dimensions of job quality 
can be combined into a single index where yit represents, for instance, the growth in the 
real wage bill in year t that survives until year t+k.
As a ﬁ nal extension, we propose to investigate the extent to which the size, age, and 
ownership patterns in job creation vary with aggregate shocks. For instance, small and 
young ﬁ rms may exhibit more volatile employment behavior depending on the state of 
aggregate or industry demand. Understanding this variation can aid policy design over 
the business cycle and in response to shocks such as the recent ﬁ nancial crisis.
14  The length of the period examined can be varied to capture diff erent horizons of job security (perhaps up to 5 years).
The basic method of measuring job creation persistence is taken from Davis et al. (1996, p. 191).
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Figures and Tables
Figure 1. Total Employment Share by Firm Size
 
 
Notes: N = 2,902,680, micro: 1-10, small: 11-50, medium: 51-250, large: 251+
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Figure 2. Total Employment Share by Age
Notes: N= 2,902,680
Figure 3. Shares of Employment, Job Creation and Destruction by Broad Firm (Current)
Size and Age Classes – Annual Average Rates 2001-2008
 
Notes: N= 2,751,419
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Figure 4. The Relationship between Net Growth and Firm Size
Panel A: All Firms
Notes: N= 2,751,419
Panel B: Continuing Firms
Notes: N= 2,251,430
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Figure 5. The Relationship between Net Employment Growth and Firm Age
Panel A: All Firms
Notes: N= 2,751,419
Panel B: Continuing Firms
Notes: N= 2,251,430
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Figure 6. Firm Exit by Firm Age
Notes: N= 2,751,419
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Figure 7. Job Creation and Job Destruction by Firm Age
Panel A: Job Creation
 
 
 
Panel B: Job Destruction
 
Notes: N= 2,751,419
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Figure 8. Job Creation and Job Destruction by Firm Size
Panel A: Job Creation
Panel B: Job Destruction
Notes: N= 2,751,419
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Figure 9. Firm Entry and Exit by Firm Size
Panel A: Job Creation from Firm Entry by Firm Size
Panel B: Job Destruction from Firm Exit by Firm Size
Notes: N= 2,751,419
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Figure 10. The Relationship between Persistent Net Growth and Firm Size
Notes: N= 2,358,307
Figure 11 The Relationship between Persistent Net Employment Growth and Firm Age
Notes: N= 2,358,307
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Figure 12. Persistent Job Creation and Job Destruction by Firm Age
Panel A: Job Creation
 
Panel B: Job Destruction
N = 2,358,307
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Figure 13. Persistent Job Creation and Job Destruction by Firm Size
Panel A: Job Creation
Panel B: Job Destruction
Notes: N= 2,358,307
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Figure 14. Relationship between Net Job Creation and Firm Size during the Crisis
Notes: N = 378,754 
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Table 1. Number of Firms
Year Number of ﬁ rms Total employment
2000 151,261 2,204,307
2001 176,331 2,238,168
2002 200,582 2,262,568
2003 221,818 2,308,623
2004 241,312 2,375,419
2005 324,543 2,573,066
2006 330,230 2,643,521
2007 342,446 2,631,629
2008 362,420 2,679,031
2009 340, 087 2,608,288
Total 2,691,030 -
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Table 2. Number of Firms in 2007-2008
Panel A: Base Size
 Firm Size (Base size)  
Firm Age 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
0 39443 1937 558 237 56 28 10 1 1 42271
1 24681 1508 454 188 74 33 7 6 N.A. 26951
2 19968 2552 819 340 84 55 11 11 6 23846
3 17524 2756 991 428 102 33 9 4 2 21849
4 16011 2721 1023 428 105 45 14 2 3 20352
5 18162 2914 1117 442 94 34 13 4 2 22782
6-10 68746 11839 4960 2399 639 298 71 20 19 88991
11-15 53823 11384 5461 3030 860 396 118 47 28 75147
16- 24624 6333 3735 2939 1303 813 247 140 97 40231
Total 282982 43944 19118 10431 3317 1735 500 235 158 362420
Panel B: Current Size
 Firm Size (Current size)  
Firm Age 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
0 41228 696 205 102 24 14 1 1 N.A. 42271
1 23760 2156 611 276 93 38 11 6 N.A. 26951
2 19261 3057 968 373 99 57 14 10 7 23846
3 17071 3084 1110 420 111 34 13 4 2 21849
4 15650 3003 1077 449 104 49 15 2 3 20352
5 17813 3203 1161 456 101 27 15 4 2 22782
6-10 67930 12514 5128 2365 644 299 71 23 17 88991
11-15 53171 11936 5577 2995 884 390 115 53 26 75147
16- 24388 6526 3818 2940 1282 806 239 140 92 40231
Total 280272 46175 19655 10376 3342 1714 494 243 149 362420
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Table 3. Total Employment in 2007-2008
Panel A: Base Size
 Firm Size (Base size)  
Firm Age 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
0 66103 11938 7219 6953 3805 4256 3248 792 1409 105723
1 62064 12334 8380 6724 6126 5707 2694 4003 N.A. 108032
2 47266 17272 11339 10301 6036 9620 4562 8916 15850 131162
3 38944 18137 13016 12947 7361 5972 3299 1837 5604 107117
4 35813 17236 13546 12825 6757 7360 4982 1299 5662 105480
5 38946 18342 14297 12584 6348 4481 4484 3401 3565 106448
6-10 143236 73205 63652 68985 42873 46353 22709 13353 42445 516811
11-15 115179 70394 70479 87353 57900 60189 42112 33455 51679 588740
16- 52767 39345 48744 88186 88292 120556 82830 92237 296561 909518
Total 600318 278203 250672 306858 225498 264494 170920 159293 422775 2679031
Panel B: Current Size
Firm Size (Current size)
Firm Age 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
0 76673 8321 5217 5807 3379 4125 792 1409 N.A. 105723
1 49841 15126 9346 10038 7841 6356 4850 4634 N.A. 108032
2 39594 19373 13376 11720 7338 9107 5295 7374 17985 131162
3 34256 19221 14656 12613 7771 5588 4553 2855 5604 107117
4 31574 18454 14106 13628 7388 7694 5675 1299 5662 105480
5 35441 19507 14886 13351 6937 4194 5166 3401 3565 106448
6-10 133657 76260 66208 69307 44129 46501 23646 16140 40963 516811
11-15 107708 72703 71824 87557 60251 59256 39612 38574 51255 588740
16- 48173 39926 50123 89103 88689 122517 83306 95356 292325 909518
Total 556917 288891 259742 313124 233723 265338 172895 171042 417359 2679031
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Table 4. Net Job Creation
Panel A: Base Size
 Firm Size (Base size)  
Firm Age 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
0 66103 11938 7219 6953 3805 4256 3248 792 1409 105723
1 14078 2000 1699 369 152 -295 -555 424 N.A. 17872
2 2342 -245 -610 -886 -536 409 -19 646 3466 4567
3 -778 -1104 -1327 -800 -268 413 -184 -1019 437 -4630
4 -688 -1541 -1108 -365 -876 78 -280 -127 1234 -3673
5 -1750 -1524 -1120 -1078 -431 -1303 -176 113 261 -7008
6-10 -7207 -6056 -5296 -4597 -2531 -1134 -2297 -1265 1785 -28598
11-15 -4499 -5489 -4677 -4919 -3030 -1905 581 -3020 -4947 -31905
16- -34 -2784 -3131 -5045 -6187 -6322 -4854 -2205 -22128 -52690
Total 67567 -4805 -8351 -10368 -9902 -5803 -4536 -5661 -18483 -342
Panel B: Current Size
 Firm Size (Current size)  
Firm Age 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
0 76673 8321 5217 5807 3379 4125 792 1409 N.A. 105723
1 3750 3643 2263 3120 1759 235 1811 1291 N.A. 17872
2 -4736 971 990 935 665 228 180 710 4624 4567
3 -5802 -437 -322 -245 330 302 470 637 437 -4630
4 -5216 -992 -324 347 504 293 608 -127 1234 -3673
5 -5528 -790 -646 -266 -697 148 397 113 261 -7008
6-10 -18252 -5053 -3501 -2685 -782 -77 -714 -9 2475 -28598
11-15 -12536 -5084 -4481 -3459 -1019 -843 -2281 -538 -1664 -31905
16- -5097 -3114 -3474 -7935 -4801 -5178 -1867 -337 -20887 -52690
Total 23256 -2535 -4278 -4381 -662 -767 -604 3149 -13520 -342
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Table 5. Net Job Creation Rate
Panel A: Base Size
 Firm Size (Base size)  
Firm Age 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
0 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
1 0.256 0.176 0.226 0.056 0.025 -0.050 -0.187 0.112 N.A. 0.180
2 0.051 -0.014 -0.052 -0.082 -0.085 0.043 -0.004 0.075 0.246 0.035
3 -0.020 -0.059 -0.097 -0.060 -0.036 0.072 -0.054 -0.434 0.081 -0.042
4 -0.019 -0.086 -0.079 -0.028 -0.122 0.011 -0.055 -0.093 0.245 -0.034
5 -0.044 -0.080 -0.075 -0.082 -0.066 -0.254 -0.038 0.034 0.076 -0.064
6-10 -0.049 -0.079 -0.080 -0.064 -0.057 -0.024 -0.096 -0.090 0.043 -0.054
11-15 -0.038 -0.075 -0.064 -0.055 -0.051 -0.031 0.014 -0.086 -0.091 -0.053
16- -0.001 -0.068 -0.062 -0.056 -0.068 -0.051 -0.057 -0.024 -0.072 -0.056
Total 0.119 -0.017 -0.033 -0.033 -0.043 -0.022 -0.026 -0.035 -0.043 -0.000
Panel B: Current Size
 Firm Size (Current size)  
Firm Age 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
0 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 N.A. 2.000
1 0.078 0.274 0.275 0.368 0.253 0.038 0.459 0.324 N.A. 0.180
2 -0.113 0.051 0.077 0.083 0.095 0.025 0.035 0.101 0.295 0.035
3 -0.156 -0.022 -0.022 -0.019 0.043 0.056 0.109 0.251 0.081 -0.042
4 -0.153 -0.052 -0.023 0.026 0.071 0.039 0.113 -0.093 0.245 -0.034
5 -0.145 -0.040 -0.042 -0.020 -0.096 0.036 0.080 0.034 0.076 -0.064
6-10 -0.128 -0.064 -0.052 -0.038 -0.018 -0.002 -0.030 -0.001 0.062 -0.054
11-15 -0.110 -0.068 -0.061 -0.039 -0.017 -0.014 -0.056 -0.014 -0.032 -0.053
16- -0.100 -0.075 -0.067 -0.085 -0.053 -0.041 -0.022 -0.004 -0.069 -0.056
Total 0.043 -0.009 -0.016 -0.014 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 0.019 -0.032 -0.000
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Table 6. Descriptive Statistics for Persistent Job Creation
Mean Std. Dev Min. Max.
Persistent Job Creation 0.756 10.841 0 4126
Persistent Job Destruction 0.967 20.198 0 13669
Persistent Net Job Creation -0.211 22.955 -13669 4126
Persistent Job Creation Rate 0.238 0.578 0 2
Persistent Job Destruction Rate 0.235 0.583 0 2
Persistent Net Job Creation Rate 0.003 0.887 -2 2
N. = 2,358,309
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Table 7. Net Job Creation
 Size  
 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 23256 2535 4278 4381 662 767 604 3149 13520 342
2009 -858 -13254 -15013 -24817 -14493 -14300 -6877 -13195 -21725 -124532
Age  
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-15 16- Total
2008 105723 17872 4567 4630 3673 7008 28598 31905 52690 342
2009 95018 22665 -12960 -14048 -11518 -10618 -59036 -57803 -76232 -124532
Table 8. Net Job Creation Rate
 Size  
 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 0.043 -0.009 -0.016 -0.014 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 0.019 -0.032 -0.000
2009 -0.002 -0.045 -0.058 -0.081 -0.065 -0.054 -0.038 -0.076 -0.050 -0.047
Age  
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-15 16- Total
2008 2.000 0.180 0.035 -0.042 -0.034 -0.064 -0.054 -0.053 -0.056 -0.000
2009 2.000 0.200 -0.098 -0.114 -0.115 -0.107 -0.120 -0.111 -0.073 -0.047
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Table 9. Job Creation Rate
 Size  
 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 0.237 0.151 0.131 0.123 0.113 0.101 0.091 0.092 0.054 0.132
2009 0.215 0.142 0.120 0.103 0.090 0.094 0.111 0.056 0.034 0.122
Age  
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-15 16- Total
2008 2.000 0.350 0.209 0.164 0.146 0.117 0.093 0.071 0.051 0.132
2009 2.000 0.391 0.144 0.111 0.110 0.104 0.081 0.061 0.042 0.122
Table 10. Job Destruction Rate
 Size  
 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 0.195 0.160 0.147 0.137 0.116 0.104 0.095 0.074 0.086 0.132
2009 0.217 0.187 0.179 0.184 0.155 0.148 0.149 0.132 0.084 0.168
Age  
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-15 16- Total
2008 0.000 0.170 0.173 0.206 0.180 0.181 0.147 0.123 0.108 0.132
2009 0.000 0.191 0.242 0.225 0.225 0.211 0.201 0.172 0.115 0.168
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Table 11. Entry of Firms and Employment Created
 
Size
Number of Firms  
 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 41228 696 205 102 24 14 1 1 0 42271
2009 33364 654 195 85 23 14 4 2 0 34341
Job Creation from Entry
1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 76673 8321 5217 5807 3379 4125 792 1409 0 105723
2009 64421 7948 5055 5056 2905 4197 2839 2597 0 95018
Table 12. Exit of Firms and Job Destruction
Number of Firms
Size
 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 29756 1098 415 242 69 27 8 2 0  31617
2009 36315 1344 532 344 85 30 8 4 2  38664
Age 
 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-15 16- Total
2008 3952 3245 2901 2480 2634 8465 5397 2543 31617
2009 5856 3939 3166 2863 2526 10050 6336 3928 38664
Job Destruction From Exit
 Size  
1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 59819 13458 10754 14634 9409 8117 5034 2334 0 123559
2009 72620 16232 14035 20455 11326 8667 5844 5874 9261 164314
 Age  
1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-15 16- Total
2008 10539 12341 11159 8445 8679 28437 23366 20593 123559
2009 14632 17825 13748 10047 8676 39300 28055 32031 164314
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Table 13. Diff erences in Net Job Creation Rates by Export Status
 Net Job Creation Job Creation Job Destruction
Export 0.061** 0.018* -0.042** 
(0.017) (0.008) (0.013)
Export*Crisis -0.116** -0.034** 0.082**
(0.027) (0.010) (0.024)
Crisis -0.025** -0.006*  0.019** 
 (0.008) (0.003) (0.007)
Note: Size weighted OLS regressions. 8 dummies control for size, 8 for age of ﬁ rms.
Standard errors in parenthesis. * = signiﬁ cant at the 5-percent level; ** = signiﬁ cant at the 1-percent level; 
Table 14. Diff erences in Net Job Creation Rates by Ownership
 Net Job Creation Job Creation Job Destruction
Foreign 0.047** 0.015* -0.032* 
(0.015) (0.016) (0.013)
Foreign*Crisis -0.037 -0.006 0.031
(0.020) (0.009) (0.016)
State -0.036 0.013 0.049
(0.054) (0.017) (0.047)
State*Crisis 0.099 0.010 -0.089
(0.057) (0.015) (0.052)
Crisis -0.050** -0.013** 0.037**
 (0.008) (0.003) (0.007)
Note: Size weighted OLS regressions. 8 dummies control for size, 8 for age of ﬁ rms.
Standard errors in parenthesis. * = signiﬁ cant at the 5-percent level; ** = signiﬁ cant at the 1-percent level; 
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Table A1. Number of Firms in 2001
Panel A: Base Size
Panel B: Current Size
Table A2 Number of Firms in 2002
Panel A: Base Size
Panel B: Current Size
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Panel B: Current Size
 
Table A4. Number of Firms in 2004
Panel A: Base Size
Panel B: Current Size
Table A3. Number of Firms in 2003
Panel A: Base Size
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Table A5. Number of Firms in 2005
Panel A: Base Size
Panel B: Current Size
 
Table A6. Number of Firms in 2006
Panel A: Base Size
 
Panel B: Current Size
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Table A7. Number of Firms in 2007
Panel A: Base Size
Panel B: Current Size
Table A8. Number of Firms in 2009
Panel A: Base Size
Panel B: Current Size
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Table A42. Job Creation
 Size  
 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 129412 43766 34227 38723 26407 26927 15767 15672 23081 353982
2009 115933 41299 30835 31356 20072 24729 20014 9666 14970 308874
Age  
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-15 16- Total
2008 105723 34730 26902 17962 15630 12869 49309 42706 48151 353982
2009 95018 44250 18947 13711 11024 10322 39751 31868 43983 308874
Table A43. Job Destruction
 Size  
 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1000- Total
2008 106156 46301 38505 43104 27069 27694 16371 12523 36601 354324
2009 116791 54553 45848 56173 34565 39029 26891 22861 36695 433406
Age  
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11-15 16- Total
2008 0 16858 22335 22592 19303 19877 77907 74611 100841 354324
2009 0 21585 31907 27759 22542 20940 98787 89671 120215 433406
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A kutatás az MTA Közgazdaság- és Regionális Tudományi Kutatóközpont Közgazdaságtudományi Intézet 
TÁMOP-2.3.2-09/1-2009-0001 projekt (amely az Európai Unió és a Magyar Állam támogatásával,
az Európai Szociális Alap társﬁ nanszírozásával valósul meg)
Munkaerő-piaci előrejelzések készítése, szerkezetváltási folyamatok előrejelzése című program keretében készült. 
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